
 

    

 

 

 

 

 

  SEPTEMBER 2015  

 

DIARY  DATE   TIME EVENT 

 29 Workshop open by arrangement 

SEPTEMBER 5 10-2 pm OPEN DAY.                          Hand in Competition Cabochons 

 12 2pm Monthly Meeting:  The Many Colours of Quartz. Duncan Miller 

 19  Workshop open by arrangement 

21-27 26 Griekwastad field trip – (bookings closed on 15 August) 

OCTOBER 3 10-2 pm OPEN DAY – Rocks, gems, mineral specimens, etc. to view and chat about                   

 10 2pm Monthly Meeting:  to be confirmed 

 17  Workshop open by arrangement 

 24  Workshop open by arrangement 

 31 Workshop open by arrangement 

                                                                       

 

 

  What’s inside this month? 

 
  ☺☺☺☺  Committee Corner 

 

   ☺☺☺☺  Events – past, present, and to come 

  

   ☺☺☺☺  FaceTips 2 – Cutting Cerussite 

 

    ☺☺☺☺  The Story behind the Purple Specimen 

 

    ☺☺☺☺   A Tribute to Ian Campbell 
 

 

 

 

 

  A basket of jasper eggs and spheres made by Malcolm Jackson 
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COMMITTEE CORNER 

 
 
Spring is almost here, and the closing date for the cabochon competition is also 1st 

September. Entries must be handed in by 2 pm on 5
th

 September, which is Open Day. No fancy 

presentation or labelling is required as the cabs will be judged anonymously.  The judges will be 

Duncan Miller (technique) and Michael Schoeman (aesthetics). The winners will be announced, and a 

display of all cabochons can be seen, on 12
th

 September at the Monthly Meeting. ENTRY FORMS ARE 

AVAILABLE AT THE OFFICE, OR YOU CAN CONTACT JO IF YOU WOULD LIKE ONE SENT BY E MAIL. 

 

Thank you very much to those who sent information, articles, or website links for use in our newsletter 

this month – all contributions are very welcome. 

 

We are planning ahead for the December meeting which will again be a spit braai. This time we would 

like to have an auction of some kind before the braai, and so are starting to put together any items 

that have already been donated. The more we have, the better the auction, so please search amongst 

your stones and see what you can spare to give us. 

 

All members are very welcome to bring their friends to Open Day, and also to a Monthly Meeting – 

these are both open to the public. Benefits of membership include the monthly newsletter, the SAGAM 

magazine, use of the library, the workshops and occasional field trips. (We also exchange newsletters 

with other SA mineral clubs. Should you wish to receive email copies of these, please ask Jo.)  

 

2015 THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN GEM CUTTING CHALLENGE for gemstones and cabochons. Competition 

entries must be in by Tuesday, 24th November, 2015. Details have been forwarded to our workshop 

groups and pinned on the notice board.  

 

Jo4EXCO         

          
“A club is its members, not its committee which must be an aide to those members”. 

 

 

EVENTS 

 
PAST: Saturday, 8

th
 August. “The Formation of Chalcedony and Jasper”. The August 

meeting was a slide show talk on the formation of chalcedonies and jaspers by Yours Truly. 

This was a subject I became interested in after an experiment of mine, trying to make a good 

mineral collection with almost no crystals. The result was a quartz collection with plenty of neatly 

trimmed chalcedonies and jaspers, together with examples of their polished gemstones. The talk was 
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accompanied by numerous drawings (one of the speaker’s fortés), photos, and specimens to show 

various processes in their production. Chalcedony itself and its colourful varieties of agates, jaspers, 

flints, petrified word, polyhedrons, pseudomorphs, and agate roses, were discussed. Out of interest, 

slides of the famous Russian ribbon jasper, the Madagascan Cambamba jasper, and Egyptian sand 

polished nodules of jasper were also shown. It is possible that the attractive Egyptian jaspers are those 

spoken of in the Bible. Some collecting tips were also given on how to collect massive minerals, based 

on the speaker’s observation of how museums assemble rock samples. Collecting chalcedonies and their 

varieties proved to be fairly cheap with many samples obtained free of charge, and they provide a 

colourful collection of tough, we-can-take-a-knock specimens of relatively easy to obtain materials. Even 

buying cabochons was fairly inexpensive by shopping around. They are too heavy for jewellery, and 

brooches are out of fashion. 

My grateful thanks go to Malcolm Jackson who gave up some of his valuable time to assist in producing 

the slides and providing some of his own fine specimens, and giving Yours Truly a freebie to add to his 

collection. Remember what I said about free handouts? Jo Wicht also brought some superb polished 

chalcedony gemstones and carvings. 

So for wannabe collections this is the way to go. Collect colourful, cheap and tough chalcedonies and 

enjoy the fun of an inexpensive hobby. One can even go further and take up lapidary, and enjoy cutting 

and polishing one’s own gemstones. TVJ (22 members attended) 

 

   
 

Two of the displays at the jasper and chalcedonies talk in August 

 

NB - Noted volcanologist Dr. Marco Campos-Venuti has developed a comprehensive series of FREE 

video lectures on the genesis of microcrystalline silica. http://www.agatesandjaspers.com/video.html 

 

TO COME:  Saturday, 12
th

 September.  “The Many Colours of Quartz – how they occur 

naturally or are produced deliberately”. A talk by Duncan Miller. This talk will describe what causes 

the various natural colours of quartz and how these can be manipulated artificially. 

 

An interesting post about negative inclusions in quartz, can be found at the following link -  
http://www.mineral-forum.com/message-board/viewtopic.php?p=46301#46301 

 

Bloodstone! – One must be aware of what one reads on the internet. Not all the information is 

correct, and one should always confirm it with a decent mineral book. The snippet on bloodstone in the 

August newsletter is a good example of wrong facts. Bloodstone is a dark green variety of chalcedony 

called plasma, coloured by chlorites and amphiboles, and contains flecks of red common jasper. It can 

also contain streaks of yellow and white. Plasma, in the mineral sense, has nothing whatsoever to do 
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with the yellow colour of blood plasma, as the Internet article stated, and is certainly not yellow in 

colour.  TVJ 

 

 

The Story behind the Purple Specimen I found last Open Day 

 
Currently my eye has a tendency to alight on all things purple, and that extends to minerals too. On 

Maurice’s sales table last Open Day, I spotted a small purple specimen labelled “Kammererite”. It was 

pretty, it was an unknown, it had a label showing it had belonged to the Immelmans, and also the label 

from where it had originated, so I bought it. 

Once home I followed up the dealer’s name on the original label via the internet, and came to the 

wonderful “old labels” archive set up by the Mineralogical Record. Below is what I found. It is reprinted 

with their permission. 

 
Photos and specimen: Jo Wicht 

 

James Reynolds Gregory (1832-1899), one of the principal London mineral dealers in the last half 

of the 19th century, was born in London on December 29, 1832. The company he founded (today known 

as Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd) is one of the longest-running mineral specimen dealerships in the world, 

second only to the F. Krantz Company in Bonn, which was founded 

about 20 years earlier. 

      Gregory was educated at Archbishop Tennison's School, and 

afterwards found employment first as an assistant in a silk and jewellery 

company on Regent Street. In 1858, at the age of 26, he established a 

business of his own selling minerals and fossils from quarters in King 

William Street. A few years later he moved to "very extensive premises" 

in Golden Square. He soon gained a reputation as one of the best 

dealers in the city, exhibiting at many of the major commercial shows in 

London and elsewhere, and winning awards for the excellence of his 

specimens (in Paris, 1867; Sydney, 1879; London, 1862, 1883 and 1884). 

     Gregory never did much collecting in the field, but rather bought 

primarily at auction, and from collectors and other dealers. Gregory 

supplied many of the major collectors of his day, as well as scientists 

needing samples for research purposes. He built a superb personal 

collection of meteorites from several hundred falls; it was later broken up and sold by his sons, a large 

portion going to the British Museum. He wrote several papers on meteorites and was a member of the 
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Geological Society, the Mineralogical Society, the Mineralogical Society of France and of the Society of 

Arts. 

    The business became known as J.R. Gregory & Company around 1896, still under James' management 

with the assistance of his son Albert, who had been working there since he was in his teens. When 

James died three years later, on December 15, 1899, the business passed to Albert. Over the years the 

company absorbed several others, including those of Russell and Shaw, Samuel Henson, and Francis H. 

Butler, and consequently the shop became a splendid source for modern collectors of antique dealer 

labels. Percy Bottley took over the company in 1931, renaming it Gregory, Bottley & Company in 

deference to his predecessors. Bottley added the stock of G.H. Richards in 1936. During World War II, 

business continued unabated and several excellent private collections were acquired and resold. 

    Following Percy Bottley's death in 1981 the business was sold to Brian Lloyd, (whereupon it became 

Gregory, Bottley & Lloyd), who was previously a mineral dealer for seven years in Pall Mall. He has 

carried on the company's specialization in historic collections, most recently that of Robert Ferguson 

(1767-1840). Brian moved the business to 12-13 Rickett Street in London in 1982 and in April 1993 to 13 

Seagrave Road, London, where it continues today. 

 

Addresses and dates of shops: 

59 Frith St. (1858)  -  3 King William St. (1859-1861)  -  25 Golden Sq. (1862-1866) 

15 Russell St. (1866-1874)  -  88 Charlotte St. (1874-1895)  -  1 Kelso Place (1896-1906) 

139 Fulham Rd. (1907-1926)  -  30 Church St. (1926-1981)  -  12-13 Rickett St. (1982-1993) 

13 Seagrave Rd. (1993 to date)  

 

Reference: 

COOPER, M.P. (2007) Robbing the Sparry Garniture: A 200-Year History of British Mineral 

Dealers. Mineralogical Record, Tucson, 358 p. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Gregory & Bottley stock room in the 1960s, probably unchanged since the 1920s,  

with cabinets dating to the 1890s or earlier. 
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Old labels:   139, Fulham Rd. address (1907-1926)                      30, Church St. address; Gregory, Bottley & Co    (1931-1981) 

 

* 

According to an article on Mindat.org, Brian Lloyd decided to sell the business in June 2014. It 

apparently was one of THE memorable events in the history of British mineralogy and mineral collecting. 

The historic firm of Gregory & Bottley, established in 1858 and subsequently acquired by Brian and Mary 

Lloyd in 1982, was perhaps one of the most famous names in the history of mineral dealing. 

You can find more information about the company and its personalities in Michael Cooper's fabulous 

book "Robbing the Sparry Garniture", (http://www.minrec.org/bookdetail.asp?id=44) and elsewhere in 

numerous publications and online. The decision of Brian Lloyd to sell the business resulted in what must 

be one of the most interesting auction sales in recent times. The article at this link below seeks to 

document the day of the auction and to preserve some images of this event for posterity.  

(http://www.mindat.org/article.php/2042/The+%22Sale+of+the+Century%22+-

+Gregory+Bottley+and+Lloyd+Auction+-+Canterbury+12th+) 

 

* 

 

Kammererite is the chrome-rich variety of the 

micaceous mineral clinochlore. (Mg, Fe
2+

, Cr)6(Si, 

Al)4010(0H)8 

The best specimens come from Turkey, as does this 

piece. It is from the Pembegul Mine, Kop Daglani, nr. 

Erzerum, East Anatolia, in Turkey. The mine closed in 

1991. The Gregory shop in Church Street, Chelsea, 

moved again for the eighth time in its history in 1981, 

so this specimen was bought by Ted and Trish 

Immelman sometime before then.   JW 
 

 

 

              Close-up view of the Kammererite (I cm)  
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FACETIPS 2 

Cutting Cerussite 

 
Cerussite is lead carbonate (PbCO3) and probably the best crystals come from Tsumeb. These can be 

large and glassy, usually clear, but sometimes grey, brown or red. It has a hardness of 3½; a specific 

gravity of 6,5; distinct cleavage in two directions; is very brittle and extremely heat sensitive. The 

refractive index is high, at 1,90 to 2,07; and the birefringence very strong. The dispersion is high. The 

high refractive index and dispersion should make it a spectacular gemstone and it occurs in fairly large 

crystals. So why don’t we see more faceted cerussite? The rest of the list of properties makes it quite 

daunting – lack of hardness, two directions of cleavage and extreme heat sensitivity. 
Recently Rockey Ollewagen gave me a rough crystal, a bit brownish and battered, and said “See what 

you can do with it”. I like a faceting challenge, so I did. First I looked for cleavage cracks and ground a 

flat angled well away from them to act as a temporary table facet, 

using a 600 mesh sintered bronze diamond lap. Then I prepared a 

flat dop with a layer of wax, flattened against a cold face-plate 

dop in a transfer jig. When the wax had cooled I glued the stone 

to the wax surface with a small drop of cyanoacrylate ‘superglue’. 

Then it was a matter of grinding away surplus material with the 

600 mesh lap until I had a roughly square preform for the chosen 

design, “Squartuguese” by Marco Voltolini (available for download 

on GemologyOnline). It is one of my favourite designs – a corner-

cut square with a brilliant pavilion. The pavilion facets were cut 

with a 1200 mesh sintered bronze lap and polished with no 

problem on a wax lap (generously donated by Rob Smith of 

African Gems and Minerals) using Linde A aluminium oxide in 

quite a thick paste. So far so good. Now for transfer. 

This presented a problem because obviously I could not use hot 

wax in a cone dop. So I tried gluing the pavilion into the dop with 

superglue. It didn’t set overnight because the fit was not tight. So I filled a cone dop with a two-part 

epoxy putty, pushed the pavilion of the stone into it to make a negative impression, pulled it out again, 

and waited to for the putty to set, overnight again. It did. So then I glued the pavilion into its impression 

in the putty with superglue. When that had set, which was quickly, I heated the initial dop to soften the 

wax layer. Ting! went the stone!! Aargh!!! A very obvious crack appeared across one corner, threatening 

to spall off the entire corner; but it didn’t. So I scraped and dissolved off the residual wax and positioned 

the new dop in the faceting machine’s quill. As I started cutting I was puzzled. Where had the corner 

crack gone? All that was left of it was a tiny trace near one edge and no amount of neck twisting and 

illumination fiddling could get it to reflect. I had to accept the improbable, that it self-healed. Never 

happened before. Unlikely to happen again. Anyway, I cut the crown on the 1200 mesh lap, modifying it 

slightly to give it a bit more height, to preserve material and enhance the dispersion. Polishing went 

without a hitch, including the table. Then, to remove the stone. 

A soak overnight in a jar of acetone turned the superglue/putty combination into a jelly. The stone 

literally fell out, but left a chunk of pavilion behind. Not the corner, but a chunk in the middle of the 

cone. I suspect that the epoxy mould had distorted slightly as it cured and that when I pushed the 

pavilion too firmly into the mould it caused a chip. After a few days I decided to recut the pavilion. The 

extremely high refractive index meant that the pavilion facets could be lowered by a few degrees to 

remove the shallow hole left by the chip. So I re-dopped the crown, using a thicker layer of wax with 

superglue, and a clean cone dop to reposition the stone on axis in the transfer jig. With nice big girdle 

facets on the stone, re-orientating the dop in the quill was easy, and recutting the pavilion went 

smoothly. Removing the stone from the dop also went without mishap, despite the existence of a 
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cleavage crack that opened up in the middle of a side facet at some stage. Anyway, the stone held and 

the final result was worth the effort. The photograph (courtesy of Jo Wicht) picks up the inclusions more 

strongly than the naked eye does, but also shows the coloured dispersion spectra very well. 

Grinding cerussite made a horrible, goey, toxic, white slurry. I am not sure I want to do it again. But if I 

do, I will grind two opposing flats on the rough and cut the crown first. This will enable me to transfer 

dop to another flat face, using a drop of superglue on a flat wax surface and avoiding the use of a cone 

dop altogether. I have no experience with cold dopping using epoxy glue, but that could be an 

alternative. 
Caption page 7: 17 mm square, 55 carat cerussite faceted by Duncan Miller from rough provided by Rockey Ollewagen 

 

 

                              

 

 

 A Tribute to Ian Campbell who died on 31
st

 July 2015 
                                                                              by Robert Lurie 

   
“Ian Campbell was a Fellow of the Gemmological Association of Great Britain (FGA), Gemmological 

Institute of America (GIA) diamond certificate holder, Director of the International Coloured Stones 

Laboratory (ICSL), Gemmological consultant to the 

Jewellery Council of South Africa (JCSA) Diamond Certificate Laboratory, and author of the annually 

produced ICSL Coloured Stones Price Guide for the South African gem trade. 

 

The ICSL was the first gem laboratory internationally, to give a FINAL GRADE, which was based on all 

other component parameters of a cut gemstone. 

This Final Grade reduces as a penalty any faults existing in the stone (which mar its otherwise state of 

perfection). 

When used properly, the ICSL system is scrupulously fair to all concerned (often a buyer and a seller). 

This Final Grade takes into account the colour, vividness, tone, translucency, brilliance, clarity, 

proportions, symmetry and finish of the stone. 

 

I was privileged to have known Ian Campbell for over 16 years, from the first time I obtained his ICSL 

Guide. 

Ian lived in Johannesburg with his beloved late wife, gemmology teacher Betty. 

When she passed away, Ian was completely devastated, as they were a very close team, both personally 

and with their common passion of gemmology. 

I was often in phone conversation with Ian thereafter discussing things non-gemmological. 

For the past few years, since his retirement, he lived in KZN with his son. 

 

The ICSL covers most gemstones that the average jeweller will encounter in South Africa. 

Whenever I encountered an important gemstone that I was evaluating which was not covered in the 

ICSL Guide, among other references I would consult, was to phone Ian. 

Some of these extraordinary gemstones for which I needed to consult with Ian included a top gem 

quality 70 ct amethyst, 70 ct aquamarine, 13 ct indicolite, 6 ct Namibian demantoid, 14 ct Pakistani 

peridot, 1,6 ct Imperial jade cabochon, 88 ct kunzite, 28 ct Columbian emerald, 16 ct spessartite, 10 ct 

blue sapphire, 70 ct blue-green Namibian tourmaline and an oval  25 ct near-gem quality cats-eye 

rubellite cabochon. 
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As Ian was hard of hearing, he would request me to call him back on a phone which was easier for him 

to hear. 

Ian was a unique person and at no time when I phoned him over the years did he ever say that he was 

unable to talk to me “at present”. 

He would always spend whatever time was necessary to talk me through the logic of analysis of a 

gemstone. 

He was always cautious of the pitfalls of gemstone evaluation including synthetics, treated natural 

gemstones and the dangers of over evaluating. 

He would never terminate our phone conversation prematurely, until he was satisfied that I understood 

the logic of his step by step system, as well as the necessary deductions to be applied. 

 

As a gemologist, Ian was my ultimate reference. 

As a person, a human being, I feel ultra-privileged to have had Ian as my mentor and my friend. 

I will sorely miss him, and I will remember his special combination of knowledge, teacher and friend for 

a long, long time. 

Rest in Peace my special friend. 

 

Robert Lurie 

PS. Having just re-read the above, I see I forgot to mention a remarkable fact. 

In all the years that I have known Ian, we had never met face to face!  I only very recently (after his 

passing), saw his face on a profile picture on Whatsap on a new cell phone!” 

 

 

The Club Workshop is open every Wed 6pm to 8 pm 

Please support it – contact Philip 083 275 0618 

 
Alternatively for the occasional Saturday, contact: tracyhannath2@gmail.com  021 559 2564/0726 11 

22 77 or Rinda rindadt@gmail.com    072 1011 088      

 
       

Nordlingen - The town inside a meteorite crater 

 
The town of Nordlingen in the Donau-Ries district of Bavaria, 

Germany, is unlike any other town in the district. In fact, it's 

unlike any other town on the whole planet. This pretty 

medieval town, with a population of 20 000, is situated 

entirely inside a massive meteorite crater 25 km across. This 

crater called the Nördlinger Ries, was formed some 14,5 

million years ago when a meteor about a mile across 

slammed into Earth. It was only less than fifty years ago that 

evidence emerged which established the true origin of this 

town. 

 
http://www.amusingplanet.com/2008/08/nordlingen-town-inside-meteorite-crater.html 
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““““WHAT WAWHAT WAWHAT WAWHAT WAS UPS UPS UPS UP””””    IN AUGUSTIN AUGUSTIN AUGUSTIN AUGUST???? 

 

Kammererite, Tvl. Jade and Marco i Noor - A Question of Unknowns -  Maurice’s miraculous Gestoptefontein Concretions 
 

 

 

They may be the oldest known, but the Incredible Concretions keep rolling on ……… 
  

       Do you believe in synchronicity?   On 2
nd

 August, Linda Stone sent out the third FOSAGAMS 

newsletter of the year.  In this there was the article on “Rotating Spheres” or round concretions.  This 

was followed up on 3
rd

 August by a scientific paper on the topic, forwarded to club newsletter editors by 

Allan Fraser. This in turn was circulated to our members on 4
th

 August, several of whom let us know just 

how pleased they were to receive it. 

     But the story keeps rolling on……….. On 31
st

 July, in the Cape Times Weekend Supplement, a 

journalist had written a full page story about Maurice and Aletta Conradie and their delightful shop in 

Philadelphia, which is well-known to most of our members.  This article was also read by an elderly man 

in Hermanus, who immediately phoned Maurice to say that he had a collection of stones he wanted to 

give him. Maurice and Aletta took the 3
rd

 August off to go and visit him, and were duly handed several 

round stones.  The following day, 4
th

 August, we circulated Allan’s follow up to the rotating spheres 

story to all which meant Maurice had an instant identification of his spheres. 

        By now you may have guessed that Maurice was in fact given a few of the Gestoptefontein 

concretions!  He has kindly given one to the Club for posterity. In the photo top right above, for 

comparison, the two dark stones on the top left are Moqui balls from the Navajo Sandstone Formation 

in the state of Utah. The remainder are the Gestoptefontein stones, with the small grey slab being a 

sample of the pyrophyllite from the mine. Maurice was also given the original article from Scope 

magazine of June 1982 which debated what the spheres might be. 

  

 
 

TRADERS: Contact Marion on 084 6060 233 or mcoleman05@gmail.com 
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    YOUR 2015 COMMITTEE  
Chairman Malcolm Jackson 021 551 8009 jacksonhome@telkomsa.net 

Vice Chairman Ken Coleman 021 558 6308 kcoleman@telkomsa.net 

Treasurer Carol Coleman 021 558 6308 kcoleman@telkomsa.net 

Workshop liaison Tracy Hannath 021 559 2564 tracyhannath2@gmail.com 

Secretary/Newsletter Editor Jo Wicht 021 976 3808 joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za  

 

 

 ADVERTISEMENTS 

 

MINERAL MARKET (Trading as African Art & Gemstones). Established more than 25 years ago. We have an extensive range of 

African and global mineral specimens and products.  We also stock an excellent range of African Art/curios. Phone Maria or Rolf 

(geologist) on 0824582432 for personal service or visit our shop in Simon's Town, 126B St George's Street. 

www.mineralmarket.co.za     

 

Duncan Miller is the official southern African regional representative for ULTRA TEC FACETING MACHINES (www.ultratec-

facet.com) and agent for GEARLOOSE LAPIDARY PRODUCTS (www.battlap.com). So if you are considering buying an Ultra Tec or 

Gearloose’s innovative polishing materials, contact Duncan for a quote including shipping, tax, clearance fees, etc. 

Contact: 084 757 9830 or info@xenolithos.com       Precision custom faceting also available. 

 

MAGIC MINERALS in Philadelphia. Here you will find rocks, crystals, minerals, gemstones, jewellery, décor, gifts and collectables.  

Open: Tuesday to Sunday, 9h00 - 17h00. Phone:  Shop: 021 972 1139, Maurice: 082 6966 161, Aletta: 072 2437 496. 

magicminerals@telkomsa.net  

 

AFRICAN GEMS AND MINERALS. Fine Mineral Specimens. Facet rough, Gemstones, Stunning Crystals. Fossils. Jewellery. Antiques. 

Lapidary equipment. In Cape Town you can find us at Shop 2, Protea Assurance Building on GREENMARKET SQUARE and Unit 8 

Prosperity Park c/r Computer and Omuramba roads in Montague Gardens - only 3km from the MinSoc Clubhouse! Stores in 

Johannesburg, two in Cape Town, and Auckland, New Zealand. Call our CPT branch manager on 073 531 2667 or 078 888 0416 for 

expert advice.  www.africangems.com 

 

101 JEWELLRY EMPORIUM - Suppliers of silver beads and findings. Also stocking a vast range of semi-precious gem stones and 

beads.     For more details contact:  Vadim Petzer on +27 82 7714954 or zeneffects@intekom.co.za 

 

 GEMCUTTING (FACETING) undertaken by GRADWELLS GEMS In the Cape Town CBD. Expert faceting and quick turnaround times.  

Please contact Neil Gradwell on cell 083 2616543 or email neilgrad@iafrica.com 

 

HARRISON MINERALS, we buy and sell mineral collections, lapidary machinery, rough rocks for cutting and polishing, as well as   

anything else “rock” related. Contact Graham on 082 561 9825 or nick.nog678@gmail.com  

 

SUNBIRD CREATIONS for beautiful semi-precious gemstone and silver jewellery.           Please visit Helen Crowther’s  website at 

www.sunbirdcreations.co.za 

 

"BUY-BUY GEMS”   We specialise in Tanzanite and Welo Opal of all shapes and sizes. Stones available with Gemlab Certificates. At 

Club on Open Day, and rest of the month at Milnerton Flea Market on Saturdays and Sundays. Contact Johan de Meyer on 

0844651111 or 0823775466, or demeyer.johan64@gmail.com". 

 

HENRI’S ROCK WORKSHOP:  Slab cutting from 2 mm thickness upwards.  Contact Henri Schram: 083 602 0302 or e-mail:   

annette@icon.co.za 

 FLUORITE – I have some rough, and some inadequately polished fluorite beads. Can anyone (with a tumbler) polish these for me? 

Contact: Martine - email phoenix8@absamail.co.za or phone 082 076 3232 after 12:00. 

CRYSTAL CAVE - 3 BUITEKANT ST, TULBAGH. Crystals, beads, essential oils, gifts, mini scratch patch, bric-a-brac & fresh proteas. 

Succulent & cacti nursery.  Tues to Sat 10:00 - 16:00.  Tel: 072 270 6651   http://www.tulbaghinfo.co.za/crystal-cave.html  

http://www.facebook.com/CrystalCaveTulbagh?ref=hl 

GAIA Crystals | Online Crystal Shop | www.gaiacrystals.com/store | Contact Sara @ gaiacrystals1@gmail.com or 0822981047 

 Advertising is free to club members. Contact Jo to place an ad. 

 

2015 MEMBERSHIP FEES 

TOWN MEMBERS:       Single:   R300 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted because you do not have e mail) 

Family:   (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R390 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted) 

COUNTRY MEMBERS: (Living more than 50km as the crow flies from central Cape Town) Single: R225 e mail (R35 extra if newsletter is posted 

because you don’t have e mail) 

Family: (Principal/partner/with dependent children under 21) R275 e mail ( R35 extra if newsletter is posted) 

STUDENT/AFFILIATE:  (Age under 25, registered full-time at bona fide college or university, or dependent child of existing member)     R150  e 

mail only 

ONCE OFF JOINING FEE FOR NEW MEMBERS:  (R20 per application, single or family) 
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If you ask for the newsletter to be posted and you do have e-mail you must please pay an additional R75. 

Club bank a/c for payments is ABSA - Table View - account no. 405-975-5822  Payments must be made to THE MINERALOGICAL SOCIETY OF 

SOUTHERN AFRICA not CT Gem & Min. Please make a direct payment where possible, and identify your transaction with your name as the 

beneficiary reference. 

 
The opinions expressed in the articles above do not necessarily reflect those of the Executive Committee. We welcome all contributions related to our 

hobby and everyone is welcome to send articles for inclusion in the Mineral Chatter. 

This newsletter is the property of the Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club and no articles may be reproduced without the permission of the Editor. 

 
Chairman:  Malcolm Jackson (e-mail: jacksonhome@telkomsa.net)     Secretary:  Jo Wicht (e-mail: joanna.wicht@kingsley.co.za) 

The Mineralogical Society of Southern Africa, PO Box 28079, Goede Hoop Street, Bothasig, Cape Town, 7406, registered Non-Profit Organisation 

 No. 61-850, trading as The Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club. Affiliated to the Federation of South African Gem & Mineral Societies. 

Website: www.ctminsoc.org.za        Facebook:  Cape Town Gem & Mineral Club 

 

 

 

 

 

 


